Dear AAPPS-DPP members

Sorry for late notification.
As of today, we completed notification of invitation letters as follows.
CD (Cross Disciplinary) : 24 invited
F (Fundamental) : 24 invited
B (Basic) : ~60 invited
A (Applied) : 24 invited
L (Laser) : 42 invited (18 are semi-plenary)
S (Space) : 24 invited
SA (Solar/Astro) : 24 invited
MF (Magnetic Fusion) : 48 invited

Since we have more than 100 application to MF, some are shifted to appropriate sub-discipline. But still we could not accommodate many good nominations. We hope you may apply to contributed talks with a deadline of May 31 at https://www.gakkai-web.net/gakkai/aappsdpp/

Sincerely yours,
K. Mima  IOC chair
M. Kikuchi  General PC chair, IOC co-chair
B. Wan, IOC co-chair, general PC co-chair
A. Sen, IOC co-chair
H. Park, IOC co-chair
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